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Title Virtual Industrial Visit - e-STORES 

GLOBAL 

30" August 2021 

Computer applications 
Date of Event(s) 

Department/ 
Association /Cell/ Committee 

MS Team (Online) Venue (Mention the platform if it is 

Online) 
Number of 59 

Participants 
Target Audience BCA 3rd Year 

Event Coordinator Dr. K. Lokanayaki 

Objective: 
To make students understand about research opportunities at e-STORES GLOBAL 
To provide the students with an insight to the internal working of e-STORES 
GLOBAL 

To get a deep insight about courses offered at e-STORES GLOBAL 

About virtual Industrial Visit: 

A virtual industrial visit to e-STORES GLOBAL was organized by the Department of 
BCA to enhance student's knowledge on advance technology and to give an idea about which 
technology used in industries. 

Students attended the virtual session at 3.00 PM, and were briefed by the Neha 
Saraogi about e-STORES GLOBAL and later Mr. Kashif Khan, Project Engineer, who took 
over the session briefed them about the organization and functions of e-STORES GLOBAL. 

Mr. Kashif Khan, made a brief presentation about the lab facilities at e-STORES 
GLOBAL. He explained about the ethical hacking and recent topies of security in 
industry. He explained the diference between hacking and ethical hacking, and also 
motivated students to become a job giver rather than a job taker and talked about the 
imporance of entrepreneurship. 

He shared about his journey with the students and explored the number of technical 
terns such as sql-injection, denial of attack, cyber tools, email attacks and more. Also he said 
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about the differenece between academics and industry needs, and emphasized to fill the gap and prepare themselves for the industry. He outlined the various services which are given by c-STORES GLOBAL for both Government and private industrial organizations. 
The session ended with a hearty thanks and question & answer. Students asked about 

their doubts regarding the topic discussed and also enquired about how to get an internship in 
c-STORES GLOBAL. Mr. Kashif Khan informed about the various courses that the 
organization will provide after their final year for students of BCA. 

All the students were happy after getting enrichcd with the knowledge about cyber Seeurity and IT industry. 

Outcome 

They understood about research opportunities at e-STORES GLOBAL 
The students were able to understand the internal working of e-STORES GLOBAL 
They got a deep insight about courses offered at c-STORES GLOBAL 
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Meeting 
17:19 36 attendees 
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What is Hackine? 
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Ethical Hacker Skills 

Kashif Khan 

Sushi Karthik Abhi.. Kashif Khan 
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